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Abstract—This paper presents an advanced urban traffic den-
sity estimation solution using the latest deep learning techniques
to intelligently process ultra high resolution traffic videos taken
from an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). We first capture
nearly an hour-long ultra high resolution traffic video at 5
busy road intersections of a modern megacity by flying an UAV
during the rush hours. We then randomly sampled over 17K
512x512 pixel image patches from the video frames and manually
annotated over 64K vehicles to form a dataset for this research
which will also be made available to the research community
for research purposes. Our innovative urban traffics analysis
solution consists of advanced deep neural network based vehicle
detection and localization, type (car, bus and truck) recognition,
tracking and vehicle counting over time. We will present extensive
experimental results to demonstrate the effectiveness of our
solution. We will show that our enhanced Single Shot Multi-
box Detector (Enhanced-SSD) outperforms other deep neural
network based techniques and that deep learning techniques are
more effective than traditional computer vision techniques in
traffic video analysis. We will also show that ultra high resolution
video provides more information which enables more accurate
vehicle detection and recognition than lower resolution contents.
This paper not only demonstrates the advantages of using the
latest technological advancements (ultra high resolution video
and UAV) but also provides an advanced deep neural network
based solution for exploiting these technological advancements
for urban traffic density estimation.
Index Terms—Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), road traffic
monitoring, traffic density estimation, deep neural networks,
vehicle detection, vehicle tracking, vehicle counting.
I. INTRODUCTION
UBRAN traffic monitoring has long been a popular re-search topic among scholars and industrial practitioners.
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Considering the rapid growth of the metropolis road network
and the booming of cars in recent decades, it is indispensable
to build a more comprehensive system to help understand the
intricate transportation system in the urban area. Conventional
traffic monitoring systems rely on thousands of detectors (e.g.
cameras, induction loops, radar sensors) deployed on fixed
locations with small detecting ranges to help capture various
road conditions throughout the network [1]–[4]. Such kind of
systems have exhibited many limitations in terms of range
and effectiveness. For instance, if the information is required
beyond the scope of these fixed detectors (i.e. blind regions),
human labors are then frequently deployed to assess these
particular road conditions [5]. Besides, many monitoring tasks
require to temporally detect detailed traffic conditions such as
sources and destinations of the traffic flow, regions of incidents
and queuing information at crossroads [6]–[8]. To achieve this,
the visual information of multiple fixed detectors need to be
aggregated in order to provide a relatively large view of the
interested area, which could introduce extra noisy information
and the overhead costs. Therefore, it is essential to develop a
more effective approach for acquiring visual information.
To tackle these issues, some previous work attempt to
exploit still satellite images for traffic monitoring [9]–[12].
Satellite images are good to capture still scenes like land
usage and mineral deposits inspection, however, due to the
hysteretic nature (the data are captured several days or months
ago), satellite images cannot capture the real-time or recent
traffic conditions and they also they lack spatial resolution
for specific ground locations. Besides, the high overhead cost
and environmental interferences such as bad weather and air
pollution also hinder its application to the traffic monitoring
area.
Recent developments in low air-borne Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV) platforms, sensor, and image processing tech-
niques have resulted in an increasing research interests of this
technology in the remote sensing science community. Lots of
studies have successfully demonstrated UAV operations using
small platforms equipped with sensors for RGB, multispectral,
hyper-spectral, and thermal imaging, as well as with laser
scanning capabilities [13]–[16]. Compared with satellite im-
ages, the UAV based remote sensing platforms have shown
obvious advantages: the location and height of the UAV is
easy to change, and the targets of monitoring can be a large
area or a few specific moving objects, and video collection
and processing can be near-real time [17]–[20]. Anyway, the
UAV’s capacity for near-continuous acquisition of ultra-high
2resolution imagery has provided both opportunities and chal-
lenges in the area of traffic monitoring and management. There
are significant research opportunities in detecting running
vehicles, identifying vehicle types, estimating traffic load and
discovering traffic accidents and disaster forecasting [21]–[24].
Hence, novel UAV-based remote sensing imaging techniques
and the development of specialized processing workflows (e.g.
deep learning techniques) will allow us to address novel
and important science questions in the field of city traffic
monitoring.
Among these science questions, traffic density estimation is
of significant importance since it provides direct information
about the traffic condition in various locations across the city
road network, helping traffic authority better design traffic
rules and manage the light signal system [20], [21], [23].
However, UAVs are not widely applied in the traffic density
estimation system due to specific challenges for detecting and
tracking vehicles in the high resolution UAV’s images and
videos.
On one hand, the equipped camera of a UAV may rotate
and shift during the recoding process. On the other hand,
compared with conventional monitoring systems, the UAV’s
video contains not only the ordinary data such as the global
view of the traffic flow, but also each vehicle’s own data like its
moving trajectory, lane changing information and interaction
with other vehicles [25], [26]. Therefore, the UAV’s video
needs to be recorded using a very high resolution and frame
frequency so as to capture adequate ground details. This
inevitably leads to a huge size of the UAV’s video data and
pose challenges for vehicle detection and tracking algorithms
[27]. Besides, UAV videos also contain various background
information (noise) and poses significant challenges to the
traditional video analysis approaches.
A. Related Work
1) Detection Based Approaches: Many existing vehicle
detection methods adopts sliding window based searching and
hand-crafted feature matching techniques to identify and local-
ize vehicles in an image (or a frame in videos) [5], [28]–[30],
however, due to the lack of high-level semantic information in
terms of vehicle types, all the detected objects are treated as
vehicles. Note that identifying vehicle types in traffic density
estimation is essential since the size and capacity of different
vehicles have different impact on the traffic pressure. Some
work adopts extra classifiers to recognize different types of
vehicles [31], but their approaches introduce more overhead
cost for computation and parameter optimization.
2) Motion Based Approaches: Several methods try to es-
timate traffic density using motion based vehicle tracking
techniques (e.g. background subtraction and optical flow) [5],
[32], [33]. These approaches could work well on simple traffic
scenes such as expressway and roads in the rural area, but they
tend to fail in the urban traffic scene due to the distraction
of various background information and intricate local ground
conditions. Additionally, some vehicles appear in only a few
frames and their trajectories cannot be accurately estimated.
3) Deep learning based Approaches: Recently a few deep
learning based methods were proposed for object density esti-
mation [34]–[37]. These methods attempt to predict the object
density from the holistic view using deep neural networks
(DNNs). However, the original images have to be down-
sampled in order to be processed by DNN, which would
lead to the loss of local pixel-wise information. Besides, the
problem of scale variation of moving objects is not well
addressed.
To summarize, detection based and motion based ap-
proaches cannot work well on city road traffic density esti-
mation, because they are sensitive to video quality and road
conditions. Moreover, many existing methods are unable to
provide the accurate number of different types of vehicles.
B. Our Contributions
In order to deeply understand city road traffic density and
overcome the challenges brought by the real world UAV
video data, we develop a robust Deep Vehicle Counting
Framework (DVCF) which is capable of counting different
types of vehicles in high resolution videos. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first framework which integrates deep
neural networks and traditional algorithms for analyzing high
resolution (3840× 2178) UAV road traffic videos.
1) Deep Vehicle Counting Framework: The DVCF contains
two main parts: the first part is deep learning based vehicle
detection with type identification, and the other part is vehicle
tracking and counting. For vehicle detection and type identifi-
cation, we train an enhanced Single Shot Multi-box Detector
[38] (Enhanced-SSD) in which we replace the backbone VGG
[39] model to more powerful ResNet [40] model and then
redesign all the feature layers to further improve the detection
performance. The proposed enhanced-SSD further strengthens
the ability of detecting vehicles in various types (i.e. cars,
buses and trucks, see Fig. 1) and sizes, and its superiority has
been demonstrated in the experiments.
In the vehicle tracking and counting part, we detect vehicles
frame-by-frame for an input video, then develop a simple
online tracking algorithm to associate detections to unique
identities (with types) across the whole video sequence. The
number of vehicles can be obtained by measuring the number
of these unique identities. Many previous traditional object
tracking algorithms are unable to keep the types of tracked
objects during the tracking progress, and we have solved this
issue and make them support multiple objects with multiple
types.
2) UAV City Traffic Video Dataset: We have collected and
labeled a large-scale UAV city traffic video dataset (UavCT)
from 5 busy intersections of the city. It contains 101,970
frames (56m 39s) with a 3840 × 2178 resolution. Such a
high resolution can capture a large view of the traffic area,
and also provides more ground details than videos recorded
with a low-resolution. To make this dataset more challenging,
we intentionally collect the video data during peak hours. In
the UavCT, we define three common vehicle types: car, bus
and truck. Unlike existing car dataset such as KITTI [41] and
UA-DETRAC [42] which mainly focus on specific vehicle
3Fig. 1. Example of deep features computed on different types of vehicles
including the background: (a) background, (b) car, (c) bus and (d) truck.
In the top row, the original images are shown, while related deep features
extracted from a convolution layer and a fully-connect layer are illustrated in
the middle and bottom row respectively.
models, our dataset emphasizes on real world road traffic flow
analysis in metropolis. We hope this novel dataset is beneficial
for motivating research in vision based traffic flow analysis.
We will make this dataset publicly available for academic
purposes.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the traffic data acquisition and pre-processing. Section
3 elaborates the Deep Vehicle Counting Framework. Section
4 presents experiment settings, results and discussion. Section
5 concludes the paper and discuss the future work.
II. DATA ACQUISITION AND DETAILS OF UAVCT
A UAV traffic monitoring system has been set up to acquire
traffic video data, which consists of a quadrocopter (Fig. 2a),
a remote controller with built-in video transfer system (Fig.
2b) and a camera mount (Fig. 2c).
Fig. 2. The UAV traffic monitoring system used in this paper: (a) the whole
set, (b) the camera mount and (c) the remote controller .
A. Data Acquisition
The quadrocopter used in the experiments is the DJI Inspire
1 Pro. It contains motors, main controller, battery and the
connection port for the camera mount. The UAV is designed to
be lightweight, flexible and stable when recording high-quality
videos. With the help of the built-in inertial measurement unit
(IMU) which incorporates both a 6-axis gyroscope and an
accelerometer for movement compensation, the camera mount
mounted by the UAV is capable of stably recording road
traffic at 3840× 2178 resolution (30fps). The third part of the
UAV is the remote controller which transmits real time video
stream and UAVs’ flight data back to the controller, such as
the distance between the aircraft and the remote controller,
GPS location, flight velocity, etc. We collected traffic data in
Shenzhen, a typical metropolis which undertakes significant
traffic pressure in China. We pick five key road intersections in
Shenzhen to acquire our traffic videos. Considering the capa-
bility issues, the videos were firstly stored in the camera’s SD
card, and then transferred to the computer. Some parametric
settings of the data collection are listed in Table I.
TABLE I
PARAMETERS SETTINGS FOR DATA COLLECTION
Parameter Range/Value
Time slot Peak hours (7:00-9:00am, 5:00-7:00pm)
Weather condition Sunny/cloudy
Operating temperature -10◦C∼50◦C
Hovering altitude 126 meters above ground
Hovering accuracy (GPS Mode) Vertical: 0.5 m, Horizontal: 2.5 m
Ground resolution 5.5 cm per pixel
Number of videos taken 10
Video length of each record up to 10 minutes
Video resolution 3840× 2178
FPS 30
B. Dataset Details
In the UavCT, the video’s physical resolution is 5.5 cm
per pixel at the ground level. This makes vehicles range in
size from 80 to 180 pixels. To build the training set, we first
temporally subsample the original video frames by a factor
of 150, then for each frame in the subset, we divide it into
small patches with a uniform size of 512 × 512. We allow
an overlapping area of 200 pixels vertically and horizontally
between these patches to ensure each vehicle appears as a
complete object. The final training set contains 17,186 image
patches. These patches are then annotated with the following
information: (i): Bounding box: rectangle surrounding each
vehicle. (ii): Vehicle type: three general types including car,
bus, and truck. Note that we do not define very specific vehicle
categories (e.g. private cars, taxi, etc.) because too many types
would inevitably exacerbate the problem of unbalanced data,
which would lead to sub-optimal performance of machine
learning algorithms. An example of data annotation is illus-
trated in Fig. 3.
For a vehicle appearing on the overlapping area, we annotate
it if more than half of its shape appears in that image patch.
If a vehicle is not annotated in the current image patch, it is
guaranteed to be annotated in an adjacent patch. Besides, we
asked annotators to avoid annotating the same vehicle more
than once during the annotation progress. However, in the
testing phase, they are required to be detected multiple times
4Fig. 3. A example of data annotation performed on the UacCT dataset. The
overlapping areas are denoted by gray bars. The yellow boxes are image
patches extracted from the original video frame. In each patch, vehicle are
annotated with bounding boxes and corresponding types.
at different locations across the whole video sequence. More
details about the training are described in Table II.
TABLE II
THE NUMBER OF ANNOTATED VEHICLES IN EACH TRAINING VIDEO OF
THE UAVCT DATASET.
Type/Video 1 2 3 4 5 Total
Car 12190 9680 6281 8409 15531 52091
Bus 3082 940 704 181 1411 6318
Truck 330 284 143 3174 1727 5658
Total 15602 10904 7128 11764 18669 64067
For building the testing set, we collect traffic data from
the five road intersections again but limit the length of each
video to be no more than 100 seconds. That is to say, we
take testing videos at different time slot from training videos.
We then construct two testing sets to evaluate the proposed
framework. The first one contains five images, each image is
one full resolution frame which are randomly sampled from
each testing video accordingly. The second testing set consists
of the original five testing videos (see Fig. 4). The whole
length of videos in testing set 2 is 5m 30s. To build the ground
truth of the testing set 1, we ask human subjects to count the
numbers of different types of vehicles in each image in set 1.
For the testing set 2, only vehicles within the road range are
considered. More details of testing set 1 and set 2 could be
found in Table III and Table IV respectively.
TABLE III
THE NUMBER OF VEHICLES IN EACH IMAGE IN THE TESTING SET 1.
Type/Image 1 2 3 4 5 Total
Car 77 60 81 23 42 283
Bus 21 3 3 0 8 35
Truck 2 0 1 5 6 14
Total 100 63 85 28 56 332
III. A DEEP VEHICLE COUNTING FRAMEWORK
We handle the vehicle counting problem in two stages.
The first stage is a modified sliding window based Single
Shot Multi-box Detector (Enhanced-SSD), which is able to
TABLE IV
THE NUMBER OF VEHICLES IN EACH VIDEO IN THE TESTING SET 2.
Type/Video 1 2 3 4 5 Total
Car 124 65 90 124 195 598
Bus 22 7 4 1 24 58
Truck 2 0 5 36 28 71
Total 148 72 99 161 247 727
produce bounding boxes of vehicles with type information
in high resolution videos. The second stage is a fast multi-
object tracker applied on these bounding boxes, estimating
each vehicle’s trajectory, maintaining its unique identity and
the corresponding type. Such a tracking-by-detecting frame-
work is a natural approach to process very high resolution
UAV videos since performing vehicle detecting and tracking
simultaneously is almost impossible considering such high
computational cost. The whole workflow is illustrated in Fig.
5.
A. Motivation of Deep Learning Based vehicle detection
In this work, vehicle detection is done by feature matching,
and good feature representation can help generating good
detection results. We notice that deep feature representation
which is proposed recently has shown significant superiority
over conventional features in multiple fields of computer
vision, such as image classification [40], image segmentation
[43], object detection and tracking [44]. Hence we are in-
terested that how well the deep features can do compared to
conventional features in our experiments. To do this, we design
a multi-label image classification test to distinguish vehicles
from the background as well as predicting corresponding
vehicle types.
1) Settings: We train a linear Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier to identify four categories: car, bus, truck
and the background. To build the sub-dataset, we randomly
subsample 4,000 images from the training set. Each image ap-
pears as a small block which contains at most one object: either
a vehicle or just the background (see Fig. 6). We randomly
select 3,200 images for training the classifier and remaining
images are used for testing. For feature representation, we
extract 3 types of deep features from different deep neural
network models which are popular for image classification,
namely AlexNet [45], VGGNet [39] and ResNet [40]. We
then compute 3 famous conventional features, namely Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [46], Speeded-up robust
features (SURF) [47] and Histograms of Oriented Gradients
(HOG) [48] features for comparison. For implementation, we
use the Caffe [49] toolkit to extract deep features and use
OpenCV [50] for conventional feature extraction and SVM
based classification. More details of feature architecture are
listed in Table V.
We use the classification accuracy (CA) to evaluate the
classification performance. CA is defined as either the fraction
or the count of correct predictions. In multi-label classification,
if the entire set of predicted labels completely match the
ground truth labels, the CA would be 1.0, otherwise it is 0.0.
5Fig. 4. Overview of the two testing sets.
TABLE V
ARCHITECTURE OF FEATURES USED IN THE CLASSIFICATION
EXPERIMENT.
Feature Type Layer Dimension
AlexNet deep fc7 4096
VGGNet deep fc7 1024
ResNet deep pool5 2048
SIFT conventional – 12800
SURF conventional – 6400
HOG conventional – 861840
Denote pi as the predicted label of ith testing sample and gi
as the corresponding ground truth label, then the classification







where ϕ(pi, gi) is an indicator function which equals to 1 if
pi = gi, otherwise it is 0. N represents the number of testing
samples.
2) Results and Discussion: We perform the classification
test on the subset containing 4000 images and the quantitative
results are shown in Fig. 7. The CA scores of deep features
are significantly higher (more than 20%) than the conventional
features, and features extracted from ResNet is ranked as
the first place over the other five types of features. These
are reasonable results since ResNet (101 layers) is much
deeper than AlexNet (7 layers) and VGGNet (16 layers),
which means it is able to capture more in-depth information
in the images, thus yielding relatively higher level feature
representation. This is also one reason why we use ResNet
as our base network in Enhanced-SSD. Since deep features
perform overwhelmingly well in the classification test, we
only consider deep learning based approaches in the following
experiments.
We also show the training time and the testing time using
different types of visual features in Table VI. It can be seen
that the time consumption using the VGGNet feature is lowest
amongst the six types of features. This is because the feature
dimension of VGGNet feature is 1024 and it is significantly
lower than other types of features, A low dimension means less
computational cost of the classifier. However, classification
accuracy (CA) score using ResNet feature is higher than the
VGGNet feature, so we still use ResNet as our backbone net-
work in the Enhanced-SSD in consideration of performance.
TABLE VI
THE TRAINING TIME AND THE TESTING TIME (IN SECONDS, LOWER IS
BETTER) USING DIFFERENT TYPES OF VISUAL FEATURES. THE BEST
VALUES ARE HIGHLIGHTED USING A BOLD TYPEFACE.







B. Vehicle Detection by Enhanced-SSD
We propose a deep learning based vehicle detection method.
Unlike previous work which perform vehicle detection and
classification separately, we integrate these two parts in a
whole deep neural network (DNN) named Enhanced-SSD (see
Fig. 8).
The two main components of the Enhanced-SSD are fea-
ture description and vehicle localization. To generate feature
descriptors with class information, a set of convolution layers
in a DNN which is initially applied for image classification
are used to construct our base network. The main difference
between Enhanced-SSD and the conventional SSD [38] is
6Fig. 5. The working flow of the Deep Vehicle Counting Network. Detection is performed on image patches which are extracted from the original input video
frame, and then the results are stitched back together to obtain the global result. In the tracking & counting phase, a set of trackers are built to capture unique
vehicle identities across the whole video sequence. The numbers of vehicles could be obtained by counting the outputs of trackers.
Fig. 6. Examples of the sub-dataset for image classification. The car class
contains private cars, taxis, SUVs and small vans, etc. The bus type refers
to buses and coaches. While the truck category include various trucks and
large-sized multi-functional vehicles.
that we employ the more powerful classification model called
ResNet [40] as our based model. We do this because SSD
has the limitation that small objects (i.e. small vehicles in
high resolution videos) are not detected well, and replacing
the original VGGNet [39] with ResNet would increase the
number of layers and total number of channels, which could
further improve the detection performance. Besides feature
description, another key component is vehicle localization. To
Fig. 7. Results of the vehicle type classification using different types of
features. The highest classification accuracy score is highlighted using the
bold font.
achieve this, we add several auxiliary convolution layers and
a pooling layer to the base network for predicting locations
of vehicles. Then we feed the output of 6 layers (two from
the reduced ResNet and four from newly added layers) to the
classification layer for generating each vehicle’s location and
its corresponding category. (see Fig. 8). Note that Pool6 is a
Global Average Pooling [51] layer. Moreover, only layers in
the multi-scale feature layer group are illustrated in Fig. 8.
The other three feature layers, namely Conv1-2, Conv2-2 and





























Fig. 8. Overall structure of the Enhanced-SSD. The layers from Res3b3 to Pool6 which are fed into the classifier layer are responsible for predicting the
locations of vehicles in different scales and aspect ratios. All outputs of the detected bounding boxes with class confidence scores are filtered by thresholding
in the Non-Maximum Suppression algorithm.
× 3, the padding size is 1 and the stride is 2.
1) Multi-scale feature layers for vehicle detection: Similar
to the conventional SSD, in a convolutional manner, we
randomly initialize a set of detecting boxes with various scales
and aspect ratios at each location in these multi-scale feature
layers. For each detecting box, we calculate shape offsets
[38] and confidences (class scores) for each vehicle’s category
{C1, C2, ..., Cn}. In a feature layer of size i × j with p
channels, a small kernel (e.g. 4×4) is applied to predict either
the class score or the shape offsets relative to the coordinates of
the initial detecting box. More specifically, for each detecting
box in m given locations, we compute n class scores and the
4 offsets relative to the original detecting boxes. This yields
a total number of (n+ 4)m filters which are applied on each
location in the feature map, and resulting in (n+4)mij outputs
for a m × n feature map (see Fig. 9). Varying the shape of
detecting boxes in several feature maps allows us to effectively




(Xc, Yc, W, H)
(a) Input image with ground truth boxes (b) Feature map (8 x 8 or 4 x 4)
car
bus
Fig. 9. Structure of the multi-scale feature maps in Enhanced-SSD. Given
an input image with ground truth bounding boxes (e.g. (a)), we first initialize
a small set of detecting boxes with various aspect ratios at each location in
several feature maps (e.g. 8 × 8 or 4 × 4 scales in (b)). Then for each
detecting box, we predict the shape offsets of bounding boxes and the class
scores for all vehicle types.
2) Training: Training Enhanced-SSD is straightforward: we
find which detecting boxes are close to a ground truth box
and then tuning the parameters of the network accordingly.
Specifically, for each ground truth box, we firstly pick a small
set of detecting boxes with various locations, sizes and aspect
ratios. And then we sequentially match each ground truth box
to the detecting box according to the best Jaccard overlap [52].
Unlike the approach in [52] which reserves only one detecting
box with the maximum overlap, we replace it with a threshold
α (0.5 in our experiments) and match detecting boxes to any
ground truth box with the Jaccard overlap higher than α. This
reduces the computational cost and avoids the risk of missing
detecting boxes with high Jaccard overlap scores.
The training objective is extended from MultiBox objective
[52] by adding support for multiple vehicle categories. It is
consisted of two components: the localization loss (loca) and
class confidence loss (conf). The former is responsible for
localizing vehicles in input images and the latter is aiming
to identify their corresponding types. Denoting δ(p, g, c) =
{0, 1} as an indicator for matching the detecting box p to
ground truth box g with category c, then according to the
matching strategy, we could have
∑
i δ(p, g, c) ≥ 1. The
overall objective function is:
L(δ, c, p, g) =
1
Nmatch
(γLloca(δ, p, g) + Lconf (δ, c)) (2)
where Nmatch is the number of matched detecting boxes,
Lloca(δ, p, g) refers to the Smooth L1 [53] localization loss
between the ground truth box (g) and the predicted box (p).
We represent the bounding box using its center coordinates,
width and height, and apply regression on the offsets of these
parameters. The confidence loss Lconf (δ, c) is the softmax
loss for multi-class classification. The weight term γ controls
the proportion of localization loss and is set to 1 in our
experiments (validated by cross validation).
During the training phase, the detection algorithm would
inherently learn the sizes of different types of vehicles during
training. For example, for a bus, the detection algorithm is
likely to assign a large rectangle, while for a car the algorithm
would assign it with a relatively small rectangle. In the test-
ing phase, several predicted bounding boxes with confidence
scores (indicating the vehicle type) would be generated for
a single vehicle, and one with the highest confidence score
would be reserved as the final prediction for this vehicle.
Hence, if a large rectangle is predicted on a car, its confidence
score for the car type would be very low, and this prediction
is likely to be discarded by the detection algorithm.
3) Testing: In the testing phase, an input image is fed
into the trained Enhanced-SSD, and couples of predicted
boxes with class confidence scores are generated as the initial
8output. For each unique vehicle, only a single prediction
(bounding box and type) is reserved via thresholding using
Non-Maximum Suppression algorithm [54].
One important issue in testing is that the input scale of
Enhanced-SSD is 300× 300, hence directly using the original
high resolution (3840 × 2178) traffic video frames is not
applicable. To fill the scalability gap, we designed a region-
based strategy by employing a sliding window to divide the
original video frame into small patches with the size of
512 × 512. We allow an overlap of 200 pixels horizontally
and vertically between patches in order to capture complete
vehicles. We then perform detections on each image patch and
stitch them back together to the initial scale (see Fig. 5).
Allowing overlaps between these patches could obtain com-
plete detections, however, this also increases the numbers of
repeated detections (i.e. a single vehicle is detected multiple
times in different patches). To solve this issue, in our experi-
ments, we eliminate repeated boxes by evaluating: either their
center distances are smaller than a threshold (Tcd) or their IoU
(intersection over union) scores are above a threshold (Tiou).
IoU is a popular evaluation criterion in the field of object
detection [52], [53], which is used to measure the ratio of
overlap between two bounding boxes. In our case, the IoU




IoU = 1 represents a complete match between two bounding
boxes. After we obtained all repeated boxes on a single
vehicle, we reserve the one with the maximum scale.
C. Vehicle Tracking and Counting
As mentioned in Section III, the proposed DVCF is a
tracking-by-detection framework. Since we could obtain de-
tection results in the whole video sequence, we simplify the
multiple object tracking (MOT) as a data association prob-
lem which is aiming to associate detections across different
frames in a video sequence. Hence, we found that traditional
algorithms are quite appropriate for this objective in term of
accuracy and efficiency. Compared with previous work [55]–
[57] which focus on a single variation of objects and low
resolution videos, our approach is able to handle multiple types
of objects simultaneously in high resolution videos.
In our approach, only the location coordinates of bounding
boxes and corresponding vehicle types are considered for
motion estimation and data association. Moreover, long-term
occlusion is ignored as it occurs infrequently in road traffic
videos. Designing vehicle re-identification algorithms maybe
helpful to fight this problem, however, it would introduce
significant overhead cost to the whole framework, which
potentially hinders its usage in real world applications.
1) Motion Estimation: To estimate motions for each unique
vehicle, we represent it using a linear model and propagate
its identity into the next frame. And each modeled vehicle
is independent of other vehicles. The state of each vehicle is
represented using a column vector:
V = [xc, yc, s, a, c, xˆc, yˆc, sˆ]
T (4)
where xc and yc represents the horizontal and vertical centers
of the vehicle bounding box, while s and a refer to its scale and
aspect ratio respectively. The vehicle category is denoted as c.
Note that the aspect ratio and the vehicle category are treated
as constant during the tracking progress. Once a detection is
assigned to a vehicle, its bounding box is used to update its
state via the Kalman filter algorithm [58].
2) Data Association: For assigning detections to vehicles
over time, each vehicle’s motion (bounding box coordinates)
is estimated by computing its new location in the current
frame. We then create a cost matrix Mcost by measuring
the intersection-over-union (IoU) between each detection and
predicted bounding boxes of the existing vehicles. Hence,
our goal is to find an optimal assignment to maximize the
numbers of matches in these two sets of bounding boxes. In
our experiments, we solve it via the Hungarian algorithm [59].
Again, a threshold Thassign is set to discard assignments with
low IoU scores between detections and bounding boxes of
existing vehicles.
3) Life Cycle Management of Tracks: Track maintenance
is an essential aspect of vehicle tracking. When vehicles enter
or leave the traffic scene, unique trackers need to be created
or deleted accordingly over time. In the first frame, a set
of trackers are initialized by measuring locations (bounding
box coordinates) of existing vehicles. Then in the following
frames, the state of assigned trackers are updated using the
matched detections, while any unassigned detection may start
a new track. For creating a new tracker, we treat any detection
with an overlap (to existing trackers) lower than Tassign as an
untracked vehicle.
Each track will keep count of a number of consecutive
frames, where no new detections are assigned. If this number
exceeds a threshold Tmiss, the target is assumed to have left
the field of traffic view and the track is terminated. This avoids
overgrowing the number of trackers and reducing tracking
errors caused by missed detections over a long-term period. In
our experiments, we empirically set Tmiss to 10. We do this
because trackers are initialized under the assumption that the
velocity of moving targets is constant in short-term tracking,
which means that it is a poor indicator to model the true
dynamic movements in a long period. Besides, early deletion
of missing targets improves efficiency.
4) Vehicle Counting: Using the results of tracking, counting
vehicles is simple. Each newly created tracker contains an
unique ID, the vehicle type, and its bounding box coordinates.
The numbers of different types of vehicles could be obtained
by inspecting the number of trackers created with the specific
type.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION
We thoroughly evaluate our Enhanced-SSD on vehicle
counting tasks on these two testing set in comparison with
three other deep learning based approaches.
A. Counting Vehicles in high resolution Images (testing set 1)
In this section, we evaluate the proposed DVCF for vehicle
counting in traffic images. Our objective is to count all types
of vehicle in all the five images in the testing set 1.
91) Settings: The training dataset in the UavCT contains
17,168 image patches. We randomly select 85% of these
patches for training and the remaining 15% for validation. We
compare our approach (RSSD) with three recent deep learning
based object detection methods, including the conventional
SSD [38], Faster RCNN (FRC) [60] and YOLO [61]. We train
the four deep models using Caffe [49] toolkit on a GTX 1080Ti
GPU with 11 GB video memory. The setting of main training
parameters is shown in Table VII. We use smaller batch size
to train the Enhanced-SSD to avoid the problem of insufficient
video memory. The optimizer is set to stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) for better performance in this experiment. We
initialize the learning rate as 0.001 and it begins to decrease
to the one tenth of current value after 20,000 epochs. The
momentum is set to 0.9 by default according to these models.
TABLE VII
TRAINING PARAMETERS OF THE FOUR DEEP LEARNING BASED
APPROACHES.
Model SSD Faster-RCNN YOLO Enhanced-SSD
Batch size 32 32 32 6
Optimizer SGD SGD SGD SGD
Learning rate 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
Momentum 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
Epoch 12,000 12,000 60,000 12,000
In the testing phase, a testing image is divided into small
patches (512× 512) with an overlap of 200 pixels, and these
patches are then fed into the trained network to detect vehicles.
The final result is obtained by aggregating detection results on
all patches. We eliminate the repeated bounding boxes on each
vehicle by setting center distance threshold Tcd as 0.3 and IoU
threshold Tiou as 0.1 respectively.
The values of parameters in the experiments are all empir-
ically set because finding theoretically optimal values almost
impossible for the proposed models (this is also the case
in many machine learning problems). Fortunately, we have
enough data and are able to perform k-fold cross-validation to
pick appropriate parameter values for the proposed model. In
this work, we set k to 10 based on the manual observation of
the data and the investigation of previous work using cross-
validation. More concretely, for a single parameter, we first set
a possible value range for it (e.g. [0.1, 0.5] with a step of 0.05
for the IoU threshold), and then use 10-fold cross-validation
to pick the best value. For a group of parameters, we employ
grid search strategy to find the best combination of parameter
values in the parametric space via 10-fold cross-validation.
To make vehicle counting more straightforward, the de-
tection result is visualized by drawing vehicle locations and
corresponding types on the input image. Then counting is done
naturally by measuring the number of these bounding boxes.
We quantitatively evaluate the counting result via correctness
(Cor), completeness (Com) and quality (Qua), which are
defined in [62]. The true positives (TP) means the number
of correctly detected vehicles, false positives (FP) represents
the number of invalid detections and false negatives (FN)
denotes the number of missed vehicles. Among the three
evaluation criteria, quality is most important since it considers











TP + FP + FN
(7)
2) Results and Discussion: We report the overall counting
result on testing set 1 (see Table VIII) instead of each
image because it better describes the overall performance and
robustness of these detection algorithms. It is obvious that
our Enhanced-SSD achieves the best performance in terms
of quality on the testing set 1, followed by the conventional
SSD. For correctness, YOLO earns the highest score. However,
this method yields too many false negatives (missing vehicles)
which leads to very low scores of completeness and quality.
Faster-RCNN obtains similar results as YOLO, but with lower
scores of correctness.
We also visualize the detection results on testing image
2 as an example to show the overall performance of deep
learning based approaches (see Fig. 10). Cars, buses and
trucks (if any) are automatically marked with light green,
orange and light blue bounding boxes respectively. The small
images in the middle are patches extracted from the original
images which give clearer ground details for type-specific
detection. We have noticed that all four methods except YOLO
generates a small number of false positives. That’s no accident
because in the training set, only regions containing vehicles
are annotated by human annotators, while non-vehicle area
(including pure background and empty road) are ignored.
A few ignored regions may exhibit very similar appearance
with particular vehicles (especially buses and trucks) which
would consequently lead to a few wrong detections. YOLO
does not give false positives probably because it takes a
relatively conservative strategy by setting a high threshold
to rejects many potentially correct detections in order to
avoid generating wrong detections. This is why it misses a
large number of vehicles (see orange boxes of YOLO in Fig.
10). Besides, both Enhanced-SSD and the conventional SSD
performs very well on this task, but SSD gives more wrong
detections and misses more vehicles than our model.
The counting results of specific vehicle types are illustrated
in Table IX. We show the counting quality measure here to
evaluate the overall performance of these four deep learning
approaches. It is obvious that the proposed Enhanced-SSD
outperforms the other three methods on all vehicle types (es-
pecially on ”truck”). This again demonstrates the effectiveness
and versatility of our method.
B. Counting Vehicle in high resolution Videos (testing set 2)
Since our DVCF is a tracking-by-detection approach, in this
section, we investigate how detection performance will affect
vehicle tracking and how well our tracking method could work
collaboratively with the deep neural networks. Hence, our




COUNTING RESULTS ON THE TESTING SET 1 (IMAGES). FOR EACH METHOD, WE SHOW THE TP, FP, FN, CORRECTNESS, COMPLETENESS AND QUALITY.
THE BEST VALUES ARE HIGHLIGHTED BY BOLD FONTS. UP ARROW MEANS HIGHER IS BETTER, AND DOWN ARROW DENOTES LOWER IS BETTER.
Method TP (true positive) ↑ FP (false positive) ↓ FN (false negative) ↓ Correctness ↑ Completeness ↑ Quality ↑
Faster-RCNN 184 58 138 0.760 0.571 0.484
YOLO 158 1 174 0.994 0.476 0.474
SSD 287 8 45 0.973 0.864 0.844
Enhanced-SSD (ours) 293 7 39 0.977 0.883 0.864
Fig. 10. Counting results on testing image 2 using four deep learning approaches. True positives (correctly detected vehicles) are marked using green boxes
with corresponding class types and confidence scores, while false positives (erroneous detections) are denoted using red boxes and false negatives (missed
vehicles) are surrounded by orange boxes.
TABLE IX
COUNTING RESULTS OF SPECIFIC VEHICLE TYPES ON TESTING SET 1
(IMAGES). THE BEST VALUES ARE HIGHLIGHTED USING A BOLD
TYPEFACE.
Type/Method Faster-RCNN YOLO SSD Enhanced-SSD
Car 0.486 0.521 0.864 0.866
Bus 0.674 0.229 0.829 0.892
Truck 0.25 0.143 0.571 0.80
1) Setting: Given a testing video, we perform frame-by-
frame detection following the temporal order (i.e., from the
first frame to the last frame) using the trained network.
This significantly challenges the generalization ability and
robustness of detection algorithms, because in the training set,
most vehicles are annotated only once, and it is then required
to be detected multiple times (at different locations) across the
whole video sequence.
Once detection is done, A set of trackers are created to asso-
ciate bounding boxes with different vehicles across the whole
video sequence. We empirically set the threshold Tassign as
0.3 to start a new track, and set Tmiss as 10 to terminate
a track. However, repeated tracker may still be created for
the same vehicle because the algorithm loses track on it
(exceeding the Tmiss) and treat it as another new identity. To
avoid this, we only initialize trackers according to the detection
results of the first frame in testing videos, then we only focus
on vehicles who enter the traffic view in the testing videos and
build new trackers for them. Another possible solution is to
design vehicle re-identification algorithms which also consider
visual appearance to associate detections to vehicles, not just
bounding boxes. Nevertheless, it would inevitably introduce
extra computational cost which leads to reduced efficiency.
We will work on efficient and robust vehicle re-identification
algorithms in our future work.
During the tracking phase, vehicles which are not within the
range of roads (e.g. parking lots) are ignored in the counting
phase since they contribute nothing to estimate the city traffic
density. We manually define the road ranges since testing
videos contain large-range and complex traffic scenes. For
example, crossroads, T-junctions, slip roads and ring roads are
often intertwined with buildings and planting, and they cannot
be accurately identified by current automatic road-detection
algorithms. Recent work on semantic segmentation may be
helpful but it is beyond the scope of this work. For experiment
implementation, we run the tracking algorithm on 5 testing
videos using an Intel i7-6700K CPU with 32GB on-board
memory.
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Because our DVCF separates the vehicle detection and
tracking into two different phases, the vehicle counting re-
sults should be demonstrated separately. However, there’s no
common approach or standard to evaluate the result of vehicle
counting in videos. In this work, we define the Counting
Accuracy (CA) which is based on the ”tracking rate” defined
in [63] as the evaluation criteria. The CA is formulated as
CA = NscNt , where Nsc refers to the number of successfully
counted vehicles, and Nt represents the total number of
vehicles in the testing video. Counting of a vehicle is failed
if the algorithm does not create a tracker for it during the
tracking phase.
TABLE X
COUNTING RESULTS ON THE TESTING SET 2 (VIDEOS). WE LIST THE
NUMBER OF SUCCESSFULLY COUNTED VEHICLE (Nsc), THE TOTAL
NUMBER OF VEHICLES (Nt) AND THE COUNTING ACCURACY. THE BEST
VALUES ARE HIGHLIGHTED USING BOLD FONTS.
Method Nsc / Nt Counting Accuracy (CA)
Faster-RCNN 470 / 727 0.646
YOLO 427 / 727 0.587
SSD 663 / 727 0.912
Enhanced-SSD (ours) 681 / 727 0.937
TABLE XI
COUNTING RESULTS OF SPECIFIC VEHICLE TYPES ON TESTING SET 2
(VIDEOS). THE BEST VALUES ARE HIGHLIGHTED USING A BOLD
TYPEFACE.
Type / Method Faster-RCNN YOLO SSD Enhanced-SSD
Car 0.609 0.634 0.926 0.950
Bus 0.879 0.431 0.914 0.931
Truck 0.775 0.324 0.789 0.831
2) Results and Discussion: The overall results of vehicle
counting on testing set 2 are listed in Table X, from which
we can see that the proposed Enhanced-SSD achieves the
best CA score on the testing set. This also indicates that
good detection performance would lead to promising results
in vehicle tracking and counting. Besides, Faster-RCNN and
YOLO do not perform well on this task because they miss
many vehicles in the detection phase (see Fig. 10), which
undoubtedly poses negative impacts on the counting results.
Similar results are obtained when we measure type-specific
vehicle counting (see Table XI): on each vehicle type, our
Enhanced-SSD outperforms other deep learning based ap-
proaches, especially for truck detection.
We also provide the training time and the testing time/speed
in Table XII. It can be observed that training and testing of the
Faster-RCNN method takes the longest time amongst the four
approaches. The YOLO method achieves the lowest training
time and the fastest testing speed on the testing set 2, which is
due to its shallow network architecture compared with other
models. However, its detection performance is significantly
worse than other methods. The SSD and Enhanced-SSD
(ours) approaches obtained similar results in terms of time
consumption, however, the enhanced-SSD performs better than
SSD when inspecting the performance (accuracy) of vehicle
counting.
C. The Impact of the Resolution
Although our data was recorded using ultra high resolution,
we were interested to determine if a high resolution really
helps detection results. To do this, we created an auxiliary set
where we down-sampled all the testing images in the testing
set 1 and testing set 2. By adjusting the resolution of each
image, we can determine performance changes of our detection
algorithms. More specifically, we resize each original testing
image to a resolution of 2K (2560), 1080p (1920×1080), and
720p (1280 × 720) respectively. We then count all types of
vehicles in these low-resolution images/videos.
The results are shown in Table XIII and Table XIV. We
can see the counting performance degrades dramatically when
image resolution goes down. It makes sense because in a
high resolution image (both for training set and the testing
set), a vehicle generally takes a few pixels. However, in a
720p image, it only takes one or two pixels. This makes these
vehicles (especially small cars) totally unrecognizable (see Fig.
11) for vision-based algorithms. Hence, recording data in a
high resolution is necessary since it provides enough ground
details to help the detection algorithms accurately localizing
different types of vehicles.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 11. Example of an image patch in different resolution: (a) 4K, (b) 2K,
(c) 1080p and (d) 720p.
We show the testing time/speed of vehicle counting on
the testing set 1 (images) and testing set 2 (videos) in
different resolutions (see Table XV). It can be seen that the
time consumption decreases when the resolution goes down.
This is because fewer vehicle are detected and tracked in
low resolution images/videos, which requires relatively low
computational cost. Anyway, we do not considering using
a low resolution in practical applications since the counting
performance degrades rapidly when the resolution goes down.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, a UAV and deep learning based vehicle
detecting, tracking and counting system has been presented
with some advantages in the traffic density estimation system.
The proposed Deep Vehicle Count Framework (DVCF) effec-
tively and efficiently extracts traffic density data from the high
resolution UAV videos at various geo-location with complex
traffic view scopes. To summarize, three significant features
of our approach have been demonstrated:
(i) A UAV city traffic video dataset is created to help
estimate the real-world city traffic density and is also aiming




THE TIME CONSUMPTION OF VEHICLE COUNTING IN TESTING SET 1 (IMAGES) AND TESTING SET 2 (VIDEOS). THE UP ARROW MEANS HIGHER IS BETTER
WHILE THE DOWN ARROW DEMOTES LOWER IS BETTER. THE BEST VALUES ARE HIGHLIGHTED USING A BOLD TYPEFACE.
Method Faster-RCNN YOLO SSD Enhanced-SSD
Training time ↓ 87h 29m 57h 31m 64h 58 m 66h 42m
Testing time on testing set 1 (images) ↓ 52.35s 11.15s 7.95s 10.85s
Testing speed on testing set 2 (videos) ↑ 35.3 fps 72.3 fps 44.1 fps 46.2 fps
TABLE XIII
COUNTING RESULTS (QUALITY MEASURE) OF SPECIFIC VEHICLE TYPES
ON TESTING SET 1 (IMAGES) WITH DIFFERENT RESOLUTIONS. THE BEST
VALUES ARE HIGHLIGHTED USING A BOLD TYPEFACE.
Type / Resolution 720P 1080P 2K 4K
Car 0.056 0.096 0.256 0.886
Bus 0.045 0.112 0.288 0.892
Truck 0.043 0.104 0.349 0.80
TABLE XIV
COUNTING RESULTS (COUNTING ACCURACY MEASURE) OF SPECIFIC
VEHICLE TYPES ON TESTING SET 2 (VIDEOS) WITH DIFFERENT
RESOLUTIONS. THE BEST VALUES ARE HIGHLIGHTED USING A BOLD
TYPEFACE.
Type / Resolution 720P 1080P 2K 4K
Car 0.074 0.127 0.397 0.950
Bus 0.063 0.124 0.361 0.931
Truck 0.065 0.111 0.329 0.831
(ii) In this work, the DVCF is specifically designed for ve-
hicle detection, classification, tracking and counting. However,
it is easy to be extended to detect and track many other types
of objects (e.g. people, bicycles etc.).
(iii) The proposed DVCF presents a successful attempt
to integrate conventional vision based algorithms and deep
learning based approaches. Compared with recent methods,
our approach considers both the accuracy and the efficiency,
while exhibiting good robustness.
For future work, one can think of developing more effective
vehicle detection and tracking algorithms while achieving
a high processing speed and robustness. Besides, another
direction is designing a method to automatically select wanted
regions (city roads) to further reduce human supervision and
improve the overall efficiency.
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